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Climbing Back is the fascinating story of Mark Gerner's incredible journey from everyday family and military career person to
cancer survivor. In this book, the reader is transported from a life in full swing to life in the balance to a life that is barely
recognisable and back again!Reviews: 6. Climbing Back is about cancer in general, testicular cancer in particular. This personal and
compelling account offers both explanation and hope about a disease that remains largely in the shadows of modern society. It looks
like cancer. Three weeks later. June 2. D-Day.Im on the operating table for what doctors call the MOAS (Mother Of All Surgeries). I
spend a week in the hospital and then five more bedridden. My climbing muscles atrophy away day by day.
Kelly returned to Olathe Medical Center (OMC) the next day and was tested for mutations to the cancer genes BRCA1 and BRCA2.
Mutations to either breast cancer gene significantly increase a person's risk of breast and ovarian cancer. Kelly's results came back
positive for the BRCA2 mutation. Jul 03, Find rock climbing routes, photos, and guides for every state, along with real-life
experiences and advice from fellow climbers.
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